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Introduction

The Many Ways We Watch ‘Television’ 

Think about this for a moment: When you ask if someone is following a particular 
TV program, the answer these days is often: “Is that on Netflix?” or maybe, “on 
Amazon?” They might ask, “Is it on demand?” or, “on catch-up TV?”

“What channel is that on?” a once-common response to the question, has 
become increasingly replaced by a host of emerging viewer options. This shift in 
the vernacular illustrates the ongoing revolution in TV viewing.  

Ready or not, TV has arrived as a more fully consumer-driven industry, just like all 
other industries in free-market economies around the world, from retail and 
automotive, to tourism and CPG.  

Consumers have a rapidly expanding number of choices in how and when to 
engage with the content that quenches their entertainment thirst, and this 
individualization of video distribution is fundamentally shifting the economics of 
the TV ad business. While this explosion in ways to access and view TV
programming has been embraced by consumers, who are always open to more 
convenient options -- it has created a growing challenge for broadcasters and 
content owners as they look to manage and effectively monetize all of their
available inventory.  

At this year’s IAB Leadership Meeting in February, SpotXchange released its first 
programmatic TV white paper -- A Programmatic TV Guide for Sellers, providing 
media owners with a 30,000-foot view of how programmatic technologies offer 
the potential to bring substantive value to TV in the face of threats posed by 
degrading measurement currencies, inflexible yield management and inefficient 
ad sales technologies.
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With multiple distribution outlets to manage and sell and audiences fragmented 
across each of them, publishers struggle with siloed systems of measurement and
sales when trying to offer their cross-platform audiences to advertisers.  This 
paper, our second installment in a year-long series, examines the economies of 
shifting audiences and viewing patterns and begins to explore how programmatic 
technologies will serve media owners to maximize yields in an expanding and 
ever-more-chaotic ecosystem.

The Challenges Presented by a 
Fragmented Audience 

Viewership is up – but so is complexity

Perhaps the best news for media owners is that, overall video viewership is up. 
Recent declines1 in traditional TV ratings have been more than offset by viewing 
patterns shifting from live or linear programming to on-demand viewing across a 
variety of devices and services.  While the most common way of watching TV 
programming is still live in front of a television, the amount of viewing on 
smartphones, tablets, OTT, SVOD, VOD and other time-shifted and on-demand 
viewing continues to grow.

Media consumption on TV and other video-enabled screens increased more than 4 
percent in the last quarter of 2014 compared to a year earlier in the U.S. -- with all 
of the increase coming from time-shifting and digital devices2. But, the changing 
nature of video viewing is far from just a U.S. trend, with other regions and
countries seeing a similar shift.  In Great Britain, viewing on tablets and

The viewing pie is getting bigger.  
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laptops increased 17 percent last year as traditional TV viewing declined.3 
While there will eventually be limits to growth4, for now, viewing of television 
programming continues to expand.

“Even as content and viewing is getting fragmented, content consumption is
 increasing. So the viewing pie is getting bigger,” with new devices spurring new 
consumption, said Nielsen’s Jackie Bergeron, VP Local Audience Insights. “There 
are more opportunities, to, for example, binge watch a show on the train into the 
city.”

Trends in Multi-screen Consumption and Time Shifting

Here are a few key trends in video consumption.

  
        40% of all time spent on TV properties in the U.S. is on a mobile 

        device with about three quarters of that on smartphones5

•  The growth of video viewership comes from digital devices, in every adult age 
    range. Viewing on TV screens is flat or declining (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Time Spent Viewing Video Properties

- Source: Courtesy of Nielsen



40% of U.S. homes have an SVOD subscription
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• OTT options are exploding and more than 40 percent of U.S. homes have an 
   SVOD subscription.6  Dish’s Sling TV is, for the first time, bringing live ESPN 
   programming consumers without a traditional pay TV subscription. HBO, 
   Showtime, Sony, CBS and NBC are among providers that have announced   
   their own OTT offerings, adding to ones already available from Nickelodeon, 
   MLB, NFL and others, and a much anticipated service from Apple scheduled to 
   launch in 2015

• OTT isn’t just another way to watch content already available on broadcast or 
   cable. Netflix, Hulu and Amazon will spend a reported $6.8 billion on 
   developing their own content this year.7  To put that into perspective, this
   figure is rapidly approaching the combined annual ad revenues of every MVPD
   in the U.S.

• Video-on-demand “is starting to explode,” said Jeff Boehme, Rentrak’s chief 
   client officer. “The big broadcast networks are working with the MPVDs and
   are enabling their content on the VOD servers”

     Live viewing of content onbroadcast networks has dropped 
nearly 30% since the 2008-2009 season in the U.S.

• Last year, for the first time in memory, the television upfronts faced challenges
   in attracting needed revenue, even as digital platforms -- from older stalwarts 
   like AOL and Yahoo, to social networks like Facebook -- attracted more 
   marketing dollars year-over-year

With complexity comes a host of new measurement challenges 

Many networks, like AMC, are experiencing all-time high viewership of their 
content.  But, demonstrating viewership across the numerous viewing streams 
available to consumers requires media owners to weave together varied 
measurement statistics from multiple data providers, along with their own 
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research, to provide agencies and advertisers with a more complete picture of 
live and time-shifted viewing across platforms and screens.  This measurement 
challenge only grows more complex as each new viewing option emerges.  

Figure 2: Time Spent With Media Is Spread Across Devices

Source: Nielsen, Total Audience Report, Q4, 2014

Even linear television itself is in the midst of a measurement evolution. The 
major networks are pushing for recognition of viewing beyond C3 to C7 
(measuring viewership over 7 days versus the current 3 day window from a TV 
program’s initial broadcast date). In fact, cable networks including FX and 
NBCUniversal entertainment channels have stopped placing any value in 
overnight ratings.9 

For most media owners, however, growth in overall video consumption has yet to 
translate into a full monetization of cross-screen or cross-stream viewing.

Convergence of video is inevitable, but from an ad sales perspective cannot occur 
until the industry has collectively resolved a litany of pressing issues related to 
currency, viewability and transactional transparency.

Siloed agency buying disciplines, disparate transactional practices, and even the 
differences in how inventory is defined between the digital and linear worlds have
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served to slow the convergence of video into a singular marketplace.  All of these 
challenges lead to media owners leaving money on the table.
 
As just one example: Digital accounts for about 70 percent of the viewing of The 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, but those views aren’t counted in ratings and 
the majority go “unmonetized,” Steve Burke, chief executive of Comcast Corp.’s 
NBCUniversal, said on their Q4 earnings call. “The ratings pressure is greater than 
it was a year or two ago.” 

There are a number of reasons why some distribution channels are
undermonetized beyond just measurement challenges -- including media rights 
conflicts and regulatory policy in some regions of the world -- and programmatic 
alone won’t remedy them all.

Programming choices growing right along with viewing options.
As viewing options increase, creating new inventory management and 
measurement challenges, the actual amount of programming available to 
consumers is also growing.

More programming, split across more screens, creates an evermore fragmented 
audience ecosystem for media owners and advertisers to navigate.  

The Programming Boom

In prime time there were 1,715    
TV series aired in 2014, a 13 
percent increase over 2013

352 of these series were 
scripted programs

There could be 400 scripted 
shows in 2015, between
broadcast, cable and SVOD 
services10

There will also be additional 
live sports, news shows and 
live events
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Challenges also provide opportunity

While all of these changes to the market are certainly disruptive, they also
provide immense opportunities through the use of programmatic techniques.  
Programmatic can give media owners a full-wallet approach to monetizing 
audiences through active distribution channels, enabling total management of 
rates across devices and streams, providing media owners greater discretion and 
flexibility in fulfilling campaign audience commitments -- call this an Audience 
Everywhere™ approach.

Driven by necessity, managing and optimizing cross-stream yield is becoming an 
increasingly important competency among media owners. With these new skills, 
they can leverage the increased capabilities provided by programmatic 
techniques: 

• Whether video is consumed through connected TVs, multimedia devices, 
  smartphones or tablets, the ability for a media owner to holistically manage
  campaign exposure across all devices ensures principal rate fidelity 

• The proven, viewable impressions will be more sellable than ever, allowing 
   addressable ad serving, and flexible creative insertions chosen automatically on    
   the fly

• Not surprisingly, the newest screens are in the hands and homes of some of the
   most desirable audience segments in highly sought geographies -- and the ones
   who are least likely to be viewing standard, linear television and are therefore 
   the hardest to reach

• Multi-device viewing, binge-watching and time-shifting are all most
   prevalent among higher income demographics

Programmatic techniques will 
create new liquidity in the marketplace
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Figure 3: Higher Income Means More OTT and Time Shifting

- Source: Nielsen, “Total Audience Report, Q4”

The added ability of a media owner to manage campaigns across devices and 
viewing streams will also help offer more targeted impressions, and decision ads 
to match a viewer’s behavior as they go through the product consideration cycle.  

“If you’re looking at cars, it’s a long cycle …  of 6-8 weeks,” Boehme notes.  Buyers, 
he says, would love to tailor ads as more is learned about the purchaser’s intent. 
“It goes beyond buying a specific [television] program, or even buying the right 
audience, to finding out how a specific ad performed,” and adjusting the 
campaign for maximum effect, he said. “The right data would allow for that.”

Programmatic technologies are the path to giving sellers the tools to 
appropriately monetize the inventory that marketers crave and make that
inventory more valuable as audiences can be recognized across screens.

The boom in original TV programming also presents tremendous opportunity 
when leveraged with programmatic technologies, which will help media owners 
not only manage the explosion of content, but also fully monetize audiences.11 

In many ways, the more fragmented the programming, the more defined the 
audiences, and -- were all inventory management systems integrated -- the easier 
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to identify and sell specific target groups, adding layers of contextual relevance
and measurements for engagement and attribution. Programmatic TV will thus 
provide greater dimensions of data that elevate a vast amount of inventory to 
premium levels.

“Throw in bigger swathes of inventory, more supply, and that becomes
challenging to handle,” said Cordie dePascale, VP of Product at Mediaocean. “By 
enabling technology and automation, the industry can deal with these challenges 
in an efficient manner.”

Ultimately, TV is heading in the direction of digital video, where the volume of 
data and insights that can be associated with a given audience will deeply inform 
the rate a seller can drive for access to that audience.

Programmatic platforms will enable media owners to match wits with marketers 
who are layering in rich datasets to decision their ad investments.

Programmatic’s Potential to Aid TV Inventory
Management, Measurement, and Monetization

Programmatic TV – first steps

To help buyers reach viewers in efficient and meaningful ways -- no matter how 
they are watching the content -- some forward thinking television programming 
providers are exploring ways to incorporate programmatic measurement, 
targeting and delivery techniques and technologies:

• Fox has announced new cross-platform measurement standards 

• ABC is selling integrated packages with its mobile app, and says its responsive
  design makes add insertions seamless across digital platforms without the need
  for multiple creative versions

• Europe’s biggest commercial broadcaster, RTL Group last year bought a 
   controlling stake in digital video inventory management platform SpotXchange

• Comcast last year purchased ad serving platform Freewheel 
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The programmatic technologies are helping establish a confederation of managed 
channels that protect or even enhance the principal rate fidelity of media owners’ 
inventory, wherever that inventory exists.

Improving Measurement

Though there’s near-universal acknowledgement of the need to count views 
wherever and whenever they happen, there’s not yet a unified way to do it -- let 
alone to manage and sell inventory across all platforms in a holistic and efficient 
way.

Disparate systems make it difficult to quantify the true shift in viewing patterns 
across screens. For buyers, simplified standards and measurement that allow 
purchasing across platforms, networks and stations locally and nationally can’t 
come fast enough.

Michael Bologna, President at GroupM’s MODI Media has concerns about the need 
to have “eight different conversations” with different technologies, data, pricing 
and measurement to complete a cross-platform buy. “The individual systems need 
to work together, and the affiliation agreements need to change to allow the 
national networks to have addressability,” he said at the recent Advanced 
Advertising Summit.

The Coalition for Innovative Media Measurement industry group is crafting a 
unified standard for multi-platform measurement even as some TV networks, 
stations and vendors devise separate methods to measure, offer and sell available 
impressions and audiences on every screen:

• Rentrak has experimented with episodes of The Walking Dead, tracking across 
   platforms to understand multi-screen viewing patterns

• Nielsen plans to include measurement of video consumption across tablets, 
   smartphones and ultimately computers by having publishers integrate into their
   apps and video players

• National networks, SVODs and even local stations are introducing their own 
   mobile apps, on top of their traditional broadcast and cable offerings.  
   “Every one is going to have an OTT solution,” said SpotXchange VP, 
   Programmatic TV Randy Cooke
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• Comcast offers VOD to advertisers , and Time Warner plans to increase its
   dynamic insertion of VOD ads this year, executives say

• CBS and Comcast have agreed to try ads inserted in VOD episodes of Madam 
   Secretary across platforms more than three days after it airs

• Traditional rep firms like Katz Media Group, Cadent and CoxReps, too, are 
   getting into the act, touting new levels of data and accountability that add to  
   their longstanding ability to cherry pick avails in lower rated programs and 
   assemble them from varied DMAs and networks 

• Agencies and buyers are stringing together ad insertions across platforms, using
   their own formulae to arrive at a unified GRP and effective pricing to hit 
   target goals

Some value is surely being created, and some level of order may arise from these 
multiple efforts. But programmatic techniques provide the clearest path to a 
unified currency that buyers and sellers can use to transact seamlessly in the 
evolving market.

Figure 4: The Growth in Time Shifting and Distribution Platforms
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The Programmatic Solution: Toward ‘Horizontal’ Yield Management

Today’s growth in media consumption will eventually plateau. There will be a limit 
to the hours of media one person can consume, no matter how many screens they 
have. 

A recent Millward Brown AdReaction study points out that it now takes 5 hours 
of time to consume 7 hours of screen time with 35 percent of U.S viewers and 32 
percent in Europe watching screens simultaneously. (Figure 5)

Figure 5: Simultaneous Viewing on Multiple Screens

“There’s only so much time in a day, a finite amount of time someone can spend 
consuming video,” Cooke notes. “It then becomes a zero-sum game, and growth in 
time spent with any platform will have to come at the expense of other platforms.”

At that point, programmatic TV will be essential in maintaining media owners’ 
principal rate fidelity. As the ability to compete on growth within any singular 
distribution channel wanes, the media owner must holistically manage ad 
monetization across all viewing streams.  Few media owners have the capacity to
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centrally manage cross-stream monetization, which buying platforms 
incorporating rich datasets can easily exploit. 

“Today, if you’re an MVPD simultaneously selling interconnect and digital 
audiences, you are, to some degree, competing against yourself,” Cooke notes. 
“This is simply a function of disembodied inventory management and pricing 
rules. A holistically managed programmatic solution will allow you to surface 
these impressions seamlessly into the same marketplace with equitable and 
managed rate rules.”

Horizontal Yield Management

• Managing rate and audience fulfillment across all platforms and viewing  
   streams, rather than individualized buckets of siloed impressions.

• Create new liquidity in the marketplace, by more effectively aggregating
   audiences across programs, networks and geographies, providing better
   targeting and value for buyers, and more revenue for sellers.  There will be more  
   demand and higher prices for inventory that was previously undervalued.

• Stability, liquidity, higher yields, and value for both sides.  That is the promise 
   that programmatic has the potential to fulfill. 

Stay tuned for part 3 in the series, SpotXchange’s A Programmatic TV Guide for 
Sellers.

-Dorian Benkoil of Teeming Media and 
Richard Glosser of Hilltop Digital authored this report  
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